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�� SungardSungard

�� largelarge, , worldworld--widewide financialfinancial services software services software companycompany

�� 25 000 25 000 customerscustomers in 70 in 70 countriescountries..

�� Front Arena systemFront Arena system
�� order management and order management and dealdeal capturecapture on on electronicelectronic exchangesexchanges

�� Market accessMarket access
�� basedbased on a on a clientclient/server /server architecturearchitecture

�� Arena Market Servers Arena Market Servers –– AMSAMS
�� provideprovide services for market services for market tradingtrading
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�� One of the leading providers for the financial One of the leading providers for the financial 
products and solutionsproducts and solutions

�� Main requirements for staying on top of the Main requirements for staying on top of the 
competitive financial market:competitive financial market:

�� TimeTime--toto--marketmarket

�� Quick responses on incoming changesQuick responses on incoming changes (business (business 
and technical)and technical)
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�� It provides:It provides:

�� Qualitative and no costQualitative and no cost--effective solutionseffective solutions

�� Quick delivery Quick delivery 

�� It welcomes:It welcomes:

�� Changing requirements even late in developmentChanging requirements even late in development

�� It concerns different aspects:It concerns different aspects:

�� ArchitecturalArchitectural

�� OrganizationalOrganizational

�� Development processDevelopment process
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•• Existing systems have to envolve constantly Existing systems have to envolve constantly 
in order to continue to fulfill the incoming in order to continue to fulfill the incoming 
requirements/changes.requirements/changes.

•• How to use agile principles and techniques in How to use agile principles and techniques in 
a legacy system evolution?a legacy system evolution?
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•• MSC is information about the trading functionallity MSC is information about the trading functionallity 
that an electronic exchange (market) offers.that an electronic exchange (market) offers.

•• MSC describes:MSC describes:

�� Market  trading transactions (order, trade, ...)Market  trading transactions (order, trade, ...)

�� Commands (enter, modify, delete,...)Commands (enter, modify, delete,...)

�� Accessable attributes and fields (Price, Quantity, Trader,...)Accessable attributes and fields (Price, Quantity, Trader,...)

•• According to the MSC the access to the different According to the MSC the access to the different 
market elements are permitted/disabled.market elements are permitted/disabled.
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•• HardHard--coded MSC definition in each client coded MSC definition in each client 
�� recompilation of components for each updaterecompilation of components for each update

•• Distributed definitionDistributed definition
�� source files developed in the different programming source files developed in the different programming 
languages (C++, C#, Java)languages (C++, C#, Java)

�� lack of cetralizationlack of cetralization

•• Duplication of the MSC definitionDuplication of the MSC definition
�� the risk for data inconsistancy.the risk for data inconsistancy.

•• No consistency controlNo consistency control
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•• Each AMS provides information about the MSCEach AMS provides information about the MSC

•• AMS sends dynamically MSC info to the clients.AMS sends dynamically MSC info to the clients.

•• MSC definition is kept in the XML formatMSC definition is kept in the XML format
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•• All AMS (20) and client components (6)All AMS (20) and client components (6)
�� has to be upgradedhas to be upgraded

•• The transition The transition 
�� occurs gradually occurs gradually 

�� will take several years (different componentswill take several years (different components’’ backlogs backlogs 
prioritizing).prioritizing).

•• The hardThe hard--coded solutioncoded solution
�� has to be supported during the whole transition phase.has to be supported during the whole transition phase.

•• An intermediate solutionAn intermediate solution
�� should eliminate the duplicationshould eliminate the duplication

�� should lead towards the DCM architectureshould lead towards the DCM architecture
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3 points of wastes (Lean):3 points of wastes (Lean):

�� Duplication Duplication 

�� Amount of work done Amount of work done 

�� Amount of time used for communicationAmount of time used for communication

MDA:MDA:

�� ModelsModels

�� TransformationsTransformations

�� Code generatorsCode generators

�� Reverse engineeringReverse engineering
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•• Short timeShort time--frameframe
•• No new tools or licensesNo new tools or licenses
•• No investment in change managementNo investment in change management

•• Previous attempts of the MDD introduction  Previous attempts of the MDD introduction  
failedfailed

•• UML modeling is not used in generalUML modeling is not used in general
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•• ””ThinkThink bigbig, , actact smallsmall””
�� LongLong--term solution term solution –– DMCDMC

�� ShortShort--termterm solution solution –– the the intermediateintermediate solutionsolution

•• RefactoringRefactoring
�� Change the Change the wayway howhow the the developersdevelopers workwork, not the , not the wayway howhow
the the clientclient componentscomponents workwork

•• ””SimplicitySimplicity is is essentialessential””
�� Simple is not Simple is not simplisticsimplistic!!
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ModelsModels

��MSC definition registry MSC definition registry -- XML format (good XML format (good 
enough)enough)

�� Logical model Logical model –– XSD schemaXSD schema

�� PIM and PSM mergedPIM and PSM merged

Code generatorsCode generators

��XSL transformationsXSL transformations

�� ””Collective code ownershipCollective code ownership””
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•• OneOne--time processtime process
�� Disabled on the endDisabled on the end

•• Our own toolOur own tool

•• ””Spike principleSpike principle””
�� Start with simple scenarios Start with simple scenarios 

�� Do the whole roundDo the whole round--trippingtripping

�� Expand to the more complex scenarios in each sprintExpand to the more complex scenarios in each sprint
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•• Tests reflects parts of the Tests reflects parts of the ””SpikeSpike”” (user stories)(user stories)

•• Reverse engineering and forward engineering are Reverse engineering and forward engineering are 
done together done together –– one spike per sprintone spike per sprint

•• RoundRound--tripping is performed at the end of each tripping is performed at the end of each 
Sprint, using input from both the Legacy and the Sprint, using input from both the Legacy and the 
Generated code.Generated code.
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•• Development and testing in Development and testing in parallelparallel
�� implementationimplementation phasephase waswas shortenedshortened

•• No No wastewaste in the in the modelmodel
�� designeddesigned just just accordingaccording the output from the the output from the reversereverse
engineeringengineering

•• An An efficientefficient wayway to to workwork

•• Tests Tests cancan be be reusedreused for the DMC testingfor the DMC testing
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On each MSC registry update:On each MSC registry update:

1.1. All MSC definition files are checked outAll MSC definition files are checked out

2.2. The trigger script invokes the code generatorsThe trigger script invokes the code generators

3.3. All generated files are checked inAll generated files are checked in

4.4. All affected components are recompiledAll affected components are recompiled
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•• ””Eliminating wasteEliminating waste”” (XP(XP’’s Never duplicate s Never duplicate 
your code)your code)

��One central model One central model –– the heart of the MDDthe heart of the MDD

•• ””Think big, act smallThink big, act small”” (agile steps)(agile steps)

�� Intermediete solution can be improved to the longIntermediete solution can be improved to the long--
term solutionterm solution

•• ””Simplicity is essentialSimplicity is essential””

�� The MDA concept reduced to the single modeling The MDA concept reduced to the single modeling 
levellevel
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•• ””Empower the teamEmpower the team””

•• ””SelfSelf--organizing teamsorganizing teams””

•• ””A constantly learning organization through A constantly learning organization through 
relentless reflection and continuous relentless reflection and continuous 
improvementimprovement””
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•• ””Spike principleSpike principle””

•• ””Deliver as fast as possibleDeliver as fast as possible””
�� Agile principles made the starting curve for the MDD shorter.Agile principles made the starting curve for the MDD shorter.

•• ””Wellcome changing requirements, even late Wellcome changing requirements, even late 
in developmentin development””
�� An iterative development, which allowed late model changes.An iterative development, which allowed late model changes.

• ”Constant feedback”

• ”Combine Scrum and Kanban process tools”

• ”Reverse and forward engineering attain the 
same importance”
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•• Agile principles make  the MDD starting curve Agile principles make  the MDD starting curve 
shorter.shorter.

•• Agile MDD approach instead of the full scale MDA.Agile MDD approach instead of the full scale MDA.

•• Agile modeling helps against building gargantuan Agile modeling helps against building gargantuan 
models.models.

•• Base your management decisions on a longBase your management decisions on a long--term term 
philosophy even at the expence of shortphilosophy even at the expence of short--term term 
financial goals.financial goals.

•• TDD approach can contribute to the accelerated TDD approach can contribute to the accelerated 
reengineering to the MDD solution.reengineering to the MDD solution.
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LeanLean and and AgileAgile principlesprinciples helpedhelped usus with:with:

�� producingproducing an an intermediateintermediate solutionsolution

�� copingcoping successfullysuccessfully with the management with the management constraintsconstraints

�� implementationimplementation withinwithin the the shortshort timetime--frameframe

�� gettinggetting a a legacylegacy system system moremore responsiveresponsive to to changeschanges

�� ””LightLight”” agileagile principlesprinciples combinedcombined with a with a ””heavyheavy”” MDA MDA 
conceptconcept resultedresulted in a in a pragmaticpragmatic MDD solution MDD solution 

�� This This AgileAgile MDD approach has MDD approach has beenbeen successfullysuccessfully appliedapplied
on on twotwo projectsprojects by by nownow..
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““It is not the strongest of the species that It is not the strongest of the species that 
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones 
most responsive to change.most responsive to change.””

Charles Darwin, The Origin of the Species, 1859..Charles Darwin, The Origin of the Species, 1859..


